
Just the Proposal | $300

Are you just looking to have the moment
captured and you'll plan the rest? Shoot us a
message! We're happy to talk to you about
picking the perfect photographer to capture
such an intimate moment!

P R I C E S  S T A R T  A T   $ 3 0 0

Proposal Planning
Packages

P L A N  A N D  E X E C U T E  T H E  D R E A M I E S T  P R O P O S A L !

If they've shrieked and eeked at everyone else's proposals, you know you have your job cut out for
you! Chances are, they're doing this to drop bread crumbs for you... So LISTEN up, because they're
looking for something special from your proposal, something that speaks to who they are! Not to
worry though—Kaleidoscope Event Planning is here to take away any of the anxiety and stress
you're feeling and to help you plan and execute the most memorable moment (aside from your
wedding day, of course)! 

Wine and Dine | $400+

You just proposed—now what?
Whether it's a fancy dinner or a picnic
for two, it's not a problem! Leave it to
us to find you a place where the two of
you can celebrate your newest chapter.

Dessert too, please! | $750+

You want to give your fiancé(e) the
whole treatment, and we are SO
okay with that! In this package, we
will help you find a locale, a
photographer, a dinner spot for the
two of you, and a night's
accommodation.

Wait, I'm looking for what? | $300

Do you need assistance in finding the perfect
ring for your soon-to-be fiancé(e) but don't
know where to start?  Don't fret.  We're here
to help you find the PERFECT ring that will
have all their friends chatting about it long
after the first showing! 

And the Entourage | $750+

Looking for us to include everything
else, plus a celebration with your
family and friends to enjoy your new
chapter? Rather than having to be
sketchy to hide texts between
friends and family, let us plan the
perfect celebration!

Next James Bond? | TBD

Are you looking to stop not only her,
but also those around you? Flashmob,
dinner setup, etc.?  Reach out to us, and
we'd be more than happy to plan the
perfect proposal!

Don't see what you're looking for? Contact us, and we'll create something
that's unique and tailored to your needs!
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